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success and the needs of your guests
and customers in mind in the process.
However, innovation is not the only
thing by far that matters in this sector.
Energy efficient, economical products
and systems with sustainability are
important. These essential aspects are
also given top priority when planning,
designing and implementing our services and products.

With exceptional
worlds of emotions,
d
n
la
r
u
K nt patented equipment
pate
and systems from
Haslauer that have
familiar names like
Soft-Pack®, Sabbia Med®, Salve-in-terra®
or Rasul®, we have been livening up the
market for 50 years now and offering a
repertoire for wellness, spa and health
facilities that is far removed from wellknown standards.

We also don’t make life easy for ourselves in terms of design. Even though
glass and stone are currently trendy in
the spa sector, we focus on individuality. Our motto is, “You ask, we supply”.
You can be assured that you receive
customised products from us that are
tailored to your establishment’s requirements and style.

A

EXPERTISE

SPA PRODUCTS

A

tireless inquiring mind, the
courage to try something
new, the ability to look outside the box and unconventional ideas: these are the foundations
for spa and wellness treatments of the
future. At Kurland we recognised this
spirit of the age decades ago and took a
pioneering role in terms of spa innovations.

From innovative products to totally
new unprecedented systems, we reinvent the future in the wellness and spa
sector time and time again. With the
knowledge in mind: modern, medical
wellness must have a holistic, tangible
effect today. It’s not just the body that
should relax but the mind and soul
must also wind down.
We work hard on implementing new
technologies and always bear your

Kurland Spaworlds launches products
on the market today that become
the standards of tomorrow. We have
already received multiple awards for
this commitment, for example with the
European Health & Spa Award for the
best technological spa innovation. For
us this is confirmation that we are on
the right track with our flair for innovative systems and equipment.
We are proud that we have been taking
a pioneering role in the spa and wellness sector for years and will continue
to stir up the market in future with revo-

lutionary inventions that will make your
establishment something really special.
Trust our decades of experience and the
special service that you enjoy from us.
As cooperation does not end for us with
the purchase of one of our services or
products. With Kurland you always have
a strong, reliable partner by your side.
In this brochure you can find our current offers that we can completely tailor
to your ideas. In addition: you can also
lease all our equipment. Simply ask our
Spa Design team about the variety of
options.
We also offer you a wide range of care
products for the individual systems and
equipment, for example precious oils,
cremes or healing muds. You can find
more information about these on page 60
or in our online shop: www.kurland.info
We hope you enjoy discovering what we
currently offer you and look forward to
turning your ideas into a reality with you.

Esa Ranta

CEO Haslauer GmbH
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SOFT TOUCH STREAM JET TECHNOLOGY
The well-established Soft-Pack® system can now also be equipped with the innovative “Soft Touch” stream jet technology. This gently
massages the shoulders and back with a water jet while the guest relaxes on the table. Well-being can be improved considerably
during the treatment with this extra function. More on page 39.

SAVAR SINNESPHONIE SOUND CUBE
Music can not only be heard but also felt with the savar Sinnesphonie sound cube. The heartbeat is slowed down by the oscillations
and vibrations of the arrhythmic sound sequences, which leads to deep relaxation and a wonderful feeling of security. Idea for wellness treatments and relaxation areas. More on page 39.

BODY CONCLUSIO
Our Body Conclusio is also often called the smallest steam bath in the world and can be used wherever you want it to be. Castors
make it mobile so it can be used anywhere. Herbal and Swiss pine shaving packs combined with damp heat pamper the back area
and stimulate the limbic system due to the special fragrance. More on page 40.
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The Swiss pine lounger is a comfortable sitting niche. The wonderfully warm steam and fragrance of the precious Swiss pine shavings that rises as soon as the guest sits on the heated seat relaxes the whole back and also provides inner peace, improves
physical and mental resilience and is good for concentration problems. More on page 42.

RELAXATION AND MASSAGE TABLES WITH INFRARED FUNCTION
Some of our relaxation and massage tables, e.g. the Savour Touch model, can also be fitted with an infrared system that is targeted at
the spine, on request. As a result, your guests can not only relax wonderfully but also improve
their health and do something good for musculoskeletal pain or back problems. More on page 50.
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SALVE-IN-TERRA

®

A SENSUOUS SKINCARE EXPERIENCE

A

Kurland
pat
ent

Salve-in-terra® – awarded with the Health Spa Award as the best technical spa innovation –
is a wellness system that not only provides skincare treatments but also entices your guests
into a world of emotions.

W

ith Salve-in-terra® the wellness experience for
couples is taken to a whole new level. Closeness,
feeling, touching and rediscovering your
partner’s beautiful qualities are the focus with
this spa treatment.
Once the setting has been adjusted totally to the couple’s
requirements with seductive scented oils, images, lighting
effects and atmospheric music, the actual treatment on the
heated bed can begin. Skincare products, e.g. a warm creme
peel or blends with caviar or truffles are applied to the body.

The relaxing swaying of the bed enables your guests to
gently slide back and forth, resulting in gentle contact
while the applied products work their magic on the body.
Just before the end of the treatment the couple can
treat themselves to a very special experience. The sides
of the bed are folded up like a clam. For a brief moment
of intimacy the bodies slide up close to each other.
The skin is then cleansed with a warm tropical rain
shower or a refreshing ice rain shower, whichever your
guests prefer.

Useful information
Automatic bed and room cleaning programme:

Integrated hand showers:

Music selection using savar sound cube:

Guaranteeing low personnel costs.

Two hand showers are integrated
in the cabin so it is not necessary
to have any external showers in the
ante room.

With the sound cube guests can
select from a whole range of music
genres, from classic to modern and
even change these during the treatment (more about this on page 39).

Individually adjustable programme:
Tropical or ice rain shower at the end
of the treatment. Option of joining
together or not. The duration, steam
production and much more can be
individually adjusted.

Easy to install:
The system is installed quickly and
ready for your guests to use in just a
few days.

Flamingo Spa, Vantaa/ Finnland

Pleasant to lie on and good sliding properties:
The special surface of the Salvein-terra® makes it pleasant to lie on
and ensures good sliding properties
– regardless of your guests’ stature.

Tasteful lighting:
Mood lighting effects with Swarovski
crystals, spotlights and coloured
lights are possible.

Different treatment products:
From algae to moor mud to the
special Kurland Salve-in-terra®
creme peel (more about this on
page 9).

Alpenhotel Fall in Love, Seefeld in Tyrol/Austria
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RECIPES FOR SALVE-IN-TERRA

®

A WHOLE VARIETY OF POSSIBLE TREATMENTS

H

erbs, oils, cremes, muds, moor mud or algae: All the
natural healing products are ideal for application in
Salve-in-terra®.

How about, for example, a moisturising goats’ butter creme
bath, popular due to its skin refining, nourishing, energising
and anti-inflammatory properties? Or a luxurious aphrodisiac
treatment with caviar and precious truffle extract? Algae or
Rügen healing chalk are ideal for skin; guests feel fresh and
revitalised after this treatment.

A HIGHLIGHT FOR ANY SPA

SALVE-IN-TERRA IS ALSO SUITABLE FOR THE SMALLEST AREAS
®

B

esides the automatic room cleaning programme, the
system’s durability as a result of the robust, glass fibre
reinforced plastic surface (GRP) and low personnel
costs, we mainly placed great importance on the
variety of possible uses with Salve-in-terra®.

This not only means many different treatments are possible
in the system (see next page) but the Salve-in-terra® with
acrylic glass cabin can also be perfectly integrated into the
smallest wellness and spa areas and become a highlight at
your establishment.

There is of course also the option of installing Salve-in-terra®
without a cabin in a special easy to clean room. Simply ask us
about the variety of options.
Although the focus is on wellness for couples with Salve-interra®, treatments can of course also be carried out for singles
or friends and it is an experience that your guests will remember for a long time to come.

Mercure Krynica Zdrój Resort & Spa, Krynica Zdrój/Poland

Ask us about the many treatment options in Salve-in-terra®
and how the individual products affect the body, mind and
soul.
Moisturising, stimulates the metabolism, purifying, stimulates
cell renewal, relaxes muscles, cleansing, anti-inflammatory,
soothing or stimulating: at Kurland there is an incredible
variety of products for this unique system. You can also find
more information online at: www.kurland.info

Intercontinental Hotel, London/Great Britain
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RASUL

®

ORIENTAL CLEANSING AND SKINCARE CEREMONY
– THE ORIGINAL FROM HASLAUER
A

Kurland
bra

Seduce your guests into a dream from “One Thousand and One
Nights”. In the Rasul®, an invention by the wellness pioneer Paul
Haslauer, not only is skin pampered and perfectly cared for but
your mind and soul can also let go.

W

ellness pioneer Paul
Haslauer has turned a
thousands of years old
Oriental cleansing and
skincare ceremony into a modern
system that has become an essential
element of many spa businesses: the
Rasul®. The Oriental ambience of the
Rasul® alone will impress your guests.
Ornately painted, handmade ceramics,
spectacular colours, towering minarets
and a deceptively real looking starry
sky entice you into a world from “One
Thousand and One Nights”.
What the skincare ceremony involves:
following a short cleansing shower,

healing muds are applied to the body
and slowly dry in the Rasul®. The room
is then heated up and humidified.
Mists of steam float through the room,
accompanied by the subtle fragrance
of herbs with soft music playing in the
background. Guests snuggle into the
ergonomic heated seats and enjoy the
sensation of the warmth and atmosphere in the Rasul®.
The muds on the body become damper
again thanks to the humidity in the room
and can be rubbed. The effect: dead skin
is gently removed and the metabolism
is stimulated. The experience in the
Rasul® ends with a warm tropical rain

nd

shower that washes the muds off the
body. Leaving skin feeling moisturised
and silky soft. However, the Rasul® from
Kurland can also do a lot more. It’s not
just treatments with special Rasul® muds
that are possible. We will also be happy
to equip your system with a lathering
system for Hamam soap lather massages,
on request. Ask us about treatments
with precious creme and steam bath
peels, muds, soap or chalk too.
By the way, it won’t be just your guests
who love the Rasul®, your personnel will
be happy too. As the system is so easy
to clean that you could almost say it
does it automatically.

Useful information
Steam-proof cabins:

Washbasin:

A perfect room climate:

Completely steam-proof cabins made
from GRP, consisting of a floor assembly, walls, seats and dome.

Washbasins are integrated into the
seats’ armrests, which provide fresh
water. Guests can therefore wash their
hands after applying the muds.

An ideal room climate is guaranteed
due to the recirculation of heat at
intervals.

Open pipework through sedimentation basin:

Easy to maintain:

A sedimentation basin is integrated in
the floor assembly, which collects the
mud and other products.

Setting programmes, software updates and troubleshooting are done
conveniently and quickly through our
technology department by phone.

Comfortable seats:
The GRP seats are ergonomic as well
as being easy and quick to clean. A
special feature is the heating that
reaches as far as the upper back area.
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Montenegro Stars Hotel Splendid 5* Conference & Spa Resort, Budva/Montenegro – Design study made by Bio Design Novi Sad

THE RASUL -DESIGN

RASUL FOR FOUR PEOPLE

TRADITIONAL AND ORIENTAL OR MODERN AND UNUSUAL?

OUR CLASSIC

®

®

I

n the Rasul® it’s not just a unique skin care ceremony that
awaits your guests but there is also plenty to please the
eye. The system’s design can be tailored totally to your
personal requirements.

Classic with handmade ceramics in Oriental colours
and with a sparkling starry sky: that’s the traditional Rasul®
modelled on the Orient. It is extremely popular as a result of
its authenticity and is the closest you can get to the original
concept of a Rasul® Even before they enter the Rasul®, guests
are captivated by the Arabian flair: an opulent domed roof,

Oriental fountain, elaborately wooden carved doors and a
handmade ceramic floor painted with a great love of detail
make the spa treatment an experience from the very first
minute.
Naturally, other design versions are also available besides the
classic model. Modern and with clear lines, in Mediterranean
or Asian style or to follow current trends, for example in a Zen
look or natural design that skilfully plays with organic elements: whatever you want your Rasul® to look like, we have a
large selection of a whole range of designs.

T

he Rasul® design with four seats
is ideal for medium and larger
spa and wellness areas. Here your
guests can relax in a small group
and let the precious muds or other products, such as soap lather, work their magic.
The 4-seater Rasul® provides plenty of space
for your guests and therefore gives every
single user enough room for themselves.
Each seat has its own washbasin.

There are of course no limits when it comes
to your requests for design and colour.
Modern, unusual, minimalist with clear lines
– anything is possible.
Besides the 4-seater Rasul® larger Rasul®
versions are also possible, for example
for seven people. Ask us about possible
customised designs.
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RASUL FOR TWO PEOPLE

RASUL -MUDS

®

®

RELAX IN AN INTIMATE ATMOSPHERE

W

PRECIOUS FOR SKIN

e have a variety of high quality muds that are
supplied ready to use specifically for application in the Rasul®. These are purely inorganic
products from Germany that are made from
pure rock flour and mixed with water. The muds can help to
remove pollutants and waste from the skin, they peel and
firm skin and prepare it perfectly to absorb other skincare
products, e.g. warm oils.

Montenegro Stars Hotel Splendid 5* Conference & Spa Resort, Budva/Montenegro

Hotel Golden Residence, Madeira/Portugal

Messe Professional Beauty 2009, London/Great Britain

T

he experience in the Rasul® can
also be enjoyed as a couple in
a private atmosphere. If you
do not have much room in
your spa, we highly recommend the
space-saving Day Spa version. It can
also be perfectly integrated into a hotel
suite.
Naturally the 2-seater Rasul® and the
2-seater Day Spa model are also possible in a whole range of designs, from
traditional to modern.

At Kurland there is a whole variety of muds with different
effects, tailored to the individual parts of the body. However,
treatments with chalk, soap, creme and steam bath peels are
also possible.
We will be happy to advise you in depth about our products
and how to use them properly in the Rasul®. You can find
more detailed information about the effects at:
www.kurland.info
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BRECHELBATH

®
A

THE SPECIAL KIND OF BIO OR HERBAL SAUNA

Kurland
pat
ent

Guests are met by a waft of the incomparable scent of fresh fir twigs as soon as they enter
the Brechelbath. Added to this, the warm wood and pleasant temperatures make a stay
in this historical sauna unforgettable.

T

he Brechelbath® has a long historical background. In
former times the stalks from hemp and flax used to
be dried in the scutching room where they were then
broken in a special device to get the fibres out of them.
The fibres were then humidified several times and scented with
herbs.
The Brechelbath® based on this old tradition is also a permanent
fixture in sauna complexes. Guests sit on comfortable wooden
benches or individual high seats that are warmed from underneath. Fresh fir tree needles lying on the floor give you a gentle
reflexology massage. There are different herbs in the Brechelbath® oven and the copper crown under the ceiling, which is
filled with fir cones and twigs. The herbal steam shots in the
Brechelbath®, which can be individually controlled, rise and set
free essential oils from herbs, fir cones and twigs that have a
positive effect on the whole being.

Individually controllable process and energy-saving mode:
The number and duration of steam shots,
ventilation time, seat and room temperature: you can choose the ideal programming yourself. There is also the Brechelbath®
with integrated energy-saving mode. Here
you can switch from permanent mode to
the energy-saving programme mode. The
system is switched on before entering the
Brechelbath®.

Water preparation:
No calcifying, an almost maintenance-free
system with a high level of reliability.

The temperature in the Brechelbath® is between 45° and 65° Celsius, as required. The humidity can also be set according to your
guests’ requirements. As a result this spa equipment is also ideal
for people who do not cope very well with standard saunas.

Programmable steam shots:

In the summer the floor in the Brechelbath® can alternatively
be covered with Swiss pine shavings. Swiss pine is calming but
also mentally stimulating, it boosts concentration, promotes
relaxing sleep and improves physical and mental resilience. But
it is also the mild, rounded, warm fragrance of the pine that
makes it so attractive.

Special copper ceiling:

By the way, you can also buy the individual components for the
Brechelbath and install them yourself.

Montram Hall Spa, Macclesfield/Great Britain

Useful information

The warm air does not hang up in the air,
pleasant steam shots are also moved down
thanks to the circulation system.

This conducts the heat to the guests’ backs.

Massage effect and hygiene:
The fir twigs gently massage the soles of the
feet and provide natural hygiene thanks to
the essential oils.
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STONEBATH

®

AN EXPERIENCE THAT LEAVES A LASTING IMPRESSION
Hot stone, ice cold water, steam that spreads throughout
the whole room: the Stonebath® is an impressive sauna
that was modelled on the elemental forces that occur
deep-down in the earth’s core. Infusions in the Stonebath
are a ceremony with entertainment you can see,
hear and feel.

G

uests relax at a room temperature of 50° to 70° Celsius,
while massive mineral stones
are heated in an oven. The
heated stones are removed from the
oven at regular intervals that you can
choose yourself and are cooled down in
a basin filled with cold water.
During this spectacular process, the

A

Kurland
pat
ent

sizzling stones set free their valuable
minerals, which spread throughout the
room in the form of aerosols and it has
the same effect as an inhalation treatment. A gentle but continuous increase
in humidity and room temperature is
achieved through the repeated lifting
and lowering of the basket during your
stay in the Stonebath®. The mild over-

heating is intensified through targeted
heat in the seating area.
The Stonebath® is also available with
integrated energy-saving mode. Here
you can switch from the permanent
mode to the energy-saving programme
mode. The system is switched on before
entering the Stonebath® .

Pleasant room temperature:

Controlled heat shots:

Show effect:

A room temperature between 50° and
70° Celsius makes the Stonebath a
gentle sauna. It is ideal for people who
react sensitively to high temperatures
and also for children and older people.

Thanks to the interval-controlled ceiling
ventilator, the warm air does not stay
up on the ceiling, but is pushed down
at specific intervals. This leads to more
even heat distribution.

The hot stones that are immersed in the
cold basin and the steam that spreads
throughout the room are not just good for
the body. It’s really something special to
watch this different kind of infusion.

Montram Hall Spa, Macclesfield/Great Britain

Hotel Hoffmeister, Prague/Czcech Republic
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Hotel Mercure Resort & Spa,Krynica-Zdrój/Poland

BREADBATH

As a result of its mild temperature the breadbath can also be
used ideally as a relaxation room with a special flair or as a
“starter” for subsequent spa and wellness treatments.

This system’s unique bonus: your guests can satisfy their
peckishness with freshly baked bread from the oven in between their individual spa and wellness treatments.

A FRAGRANT HEAT BATH WITH FRESHLY BAKED BREAD
In former times the residual heat of the bread baking oven was used to alleviate rheumatic
discomfort and also to free yourself of evil thoughts and sins. Today the breadbath is an
unusual wellness facility with its wonderful fragrance.

A

t pleasant temperatures between 30° to 45° Celsius,
the unique fragrance of freshly baked bread and
mild, dry heat are wonderfully relaxing. The centre
point is a big bread baking oven spreading the
pleasant scent of bread while guests can unwind in

comfortable heated seats and profit from the health benefits
of the wonderful fragrance too. The released sour dough enzymes have a special effect on the body. They stimulate the
metabolism and help digestion.

Useful information
A unique wellness bath:

Great before spa treatments:

Easy to clean and maintain:

Relaxing in the breadbath is a
unique experience and an unusual
alternative to standard heat baths
or relaxation rooms.

As the breadbath activates the metabolism, any subsequent treatment
is very effective. As a result, this heat
bath is the perfect start to a relaxing
spa day.

The hygienic seats, e.g. made from
high quality GRP are easy and quick
to clean and very durable. The
bread baking oven does not require
any maintenance.

Shala Salon Spa & Turkish Bath, Orlando/Florida by Spa Vision International USA
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STEAM
BATHS
CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS – TAILORED TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS
Pleasant and agreeable temperatures, high humidity, genuine herbal aroma, soft lights and
relaxing music: your guests could not experience a better classic steam bath. The skin is supplied with blood, the respiratory passages cleansed, and the immune system strengthened.
The focus is on “anything but ordinary”. As we offer you steam baths that have more than
standard systems. For example, the integrated experience functions (see page 25), Hamam
tables for soap lathering massages or a programme for Rasul® treatments.

T

Chiemgau Thermen, Bad Endorf/Germany

he Kurland steam bath with integrated herb evaporator is the modern alternative to the Oriental steam
bath, the Hamam. Our steam baths are generally
equipped with a round lying surface, similar to the
original from the Orient.
The interaction between beneficial steam, an agreeable temperature between 43° and 46° Celsius, high humidity, natural
herbal scents and a pleasant conductive transfer of heat in
the seating area guarantees your guests a pleasant, stimulating steam bath experience.

Of course, the design will be tailored to your requirements.
There are plenty of options for turning your steam bath into
something exceptional, e.g. integrated systems for Rasul®
and soap lather treatments or special ceiling ventilators. A
combination of a steam bath and Hamam is also possible,
where not only soap lathering massages can take place but
also peels or oil treatments. The required climate (humidity,
temperature) can simply be adjusted for the function by
touchscreen.
Our steam baths consist of a completely water-tight and
steam-proof cabin and benches. The flooring, wall and bench
tiles are tailored to the style of your establishment.

Chiemgau Thermen, Bad Endorf/Deutschland

Useful information
Individually controllable programme:

Mood lighting:

Treatments while in the steam bath:

Steam bath production, ventilation
time, seat and room temperature:
you can choose the ideal room climate yourself.

Coloured light bars or a starry sky
with Swarovski crystals: light creates
a very special mood. Choose from
many possible options.

Additional sales due to peels or salt
treatments in the steam bath.

Water preparation:
No calcifying, an almost maintenance-free system with a high level
of reliability.

Genuine herbal aroma:
Our steam system allows for the use
of real herbs.

Landhotel Golf & Salzano Spa, Interlaken-Unterseen/Switzerland
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STEAM BATH EXPERIENCES
SYSTEMS WITH EXCEPTIONAL EXTRAS

M

ake more of your steam
bath and offer your guests
a real experience with
special highlights, e.g.
ventilators, snowflakes falling from the
ceiling, mist sprays, romantic, fancy
lighting arrangements, Hamam flair or
multi-functional steam baths, where
even Rasul® treatments are possible.
One extremely popular version is the
steam bath experience with integrated
final cool-down.

First of all the body is exposed to
successive heat shots. The temperature
in the cabin rises continuously.
Before the guests leave the steam bath
again, they are refreshed with tingling
ice crystals or cool rain. As the cooldown is automatic and guests do not
have to take care of refreshment themselves after sweating, for example in the
sauna or standard steam bath, there is
also less risk of them not cooling down
sufficiently. This is gentle on the cardi-

ovascular system and strengthens the
immune system.
If you already have a usual steam bath
and would like one or two “experience
effects” for your system, we will be happy to equip it with additional features
based on your requirements.

Ice or mist jets, ventilators, snowflakes falling from the ceiling or extravagant lighting arrangements, for example magical
lighting with Swarovski crystals: simply ask us about the variety of options.
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SAUNAS

CUSTOMISED SYSTEMS FOR YOUR ESTABLISHMENT
70° to 100° Celsius and a relative humidity of 3 to 8 percent: in the classic, Finnish sauna, which
has a centuries-old tradition, your guests will find an oasis of relaxation where they can do
their health a power of good.

Y

also adapt totally to your ideas here. With the interval-controlled ventilator in the sauna’s ceiling the hot air does not
stay on the ceiling but pleasant heat shots are also pushed
down. The climate in the sauna is pleasant and even thanks
to the perfect circulation of ambient air.

The seats are generally arranged in tiers around the sauna
oven. The oven can be placed along a wall but also in the
centre of the sauna and covered with different materials – we

You can choose from many types of wood (for example,
spruce, hemlock, waste wood) for your sauna. There is no
limit when it comes to requests for design too. Rustic and
traditional or modern and unusual: anything is possible.

ou do not receive off-the-peg saunas from us but
customised solutions that are tailored to your
requirements. The systems can be operated with
different functions, for example as a classic Finnish
sauna but also as a bio sauna, vitalising herbal bath or hot air
bath, always with different temperatures and humidity.

Montenegro Stars Hotel Splendid 5* Conference & Spa Resort, Budva/Montenegro

Different
functions

Individual design
– made in Germany

Interval-controlled
ceiling ventilator

For example,
Finnish sauna,
bio sauna, vitalising
herbal bath,
vitalising steam bath
or hot air bath

Any design is
conceivable: from
rustic to minimalist.
Our saunas
are made in
Germany.

Programmed heat
shots for the perfect
circulation of
ambient air and
ideal climate in the
sauna

Chiemgau Thermen, Bad Endorf/Germany

Hotel Schreiberhof, Ascheim/Germany
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SABBIA
MED
SUNSHINE, WARMTH AND LIGHT EVEN ON BAD WEATHER DAYS
®

A

Kurland
bra
nd

Spending time in the Sabbia Med® makes you feel like you’re on holiday and is ideal for
people who suffer from the winter blues, seasonal affective disorder. The system is also
perfect for specific treatments, e.g. massages.

E

ven in the cold, dark season when the human eyes and skin
only get a few rays of sunshine, our whole being needs a
good dose of sunlight to function and maintain its balance.
In Sabbia Med® your guests can top up on light, heat and
that holiday feeling at any time, even in the winter.
A wonderful summer’s day is simulated in Sabbia Med® – from
sunrise to sunset. Clean, warm, light sand and gentle light with
the pleasant intensity of a summer’s day accompanied by subdued relaxing music let you forget grey days and the dark side of
winter for a brief time.
Sabbia Med® offers constant brightness similar to daylight, gentle
UV radiation and stimulates the metabolism. Spending time in
Sabbia Med® is particularly recommended for people who suffer
from the winter blues (seasonal affective disorder) as a result of its
light therapy effect.
By the way, the room is also ideal for specific spa treatments, for
example massages with that special flair.

The Sabbia Med® system is of course also available without sand.
The light source can simply be integrated as an additional source
in your relaxation area.

Lucknam Park Luxus-Hotel & Spa Bath, Wiltshire/Great Britain

Hotel Dorado Beach, Arguineguin/Spain

Useful information
Perfect lighting arrangement:
No irritating light for the eyes thanks to ideally arranged light sources and ceiling mirror to
reflect light.

Customised design:
By designing the walls with illusionistic paintings or covering them with a whole variety of
materials, coloured lighting module as well as
customised programming.

Hygienic sand surface:
An integrated UVC sterilisation lamp ensures
a hygienic sand surface.
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SALTWATER
LIGHT
ROOM
RELAX AND DO YOUR HEALTH A POWER OF GOOD
Atlantis Casino Resort Spa, Reno/Nevada by Spa Vision International USA

Hotel Almesberger, Aigen/Austria

The saltwater light room is a unique relaxation room where your guests benefit from air containing minerals and the effect of their positive properties on your health while you relax.
Added to this are the colour effects that provide additional relaxation

Useful information
Resistant to salt corrosion
The saltwater cascade is resistant
to salt corrosion. Only saltwater
resistant materials are used (e.g.
integrated plastic basin).

Different stone surfaces
The cascade can be covered with
different stone surfaces.

T

he air in the saltwater light
room is enriched with
precious minerals such as
iodine, magnesium, calcium, bromine and iron. Inhaling this
special air is highly recommended
for people who suffer from respiratory problems, a weakened immune
system, allergies or cardiovascular
diseases.

Colour and its soothing, relaxing
properties also play a major part in
this exceptional relaxation room. A
fascinating, atmospheric coloured
light show is produced while the
saltwater cascades down the wall.
The saltwater light room is also
superb for small treatments (for
example, foot baths, singing bowl
massages, manicures or pedicures).

GRADUATION
HOUSE
SOOTHES YOUR GUESTS’ AIRWAYS, GOOD FOR THE SKIN
A soothing, healthy setting for your guests

T

he graduation house is actually
a system for salt production.
The graduation house’s wooden
frame is filled with brushwood
(whitethorn or blackthorn).
Today graduation houses are also a permanent fixture in the spa and wellness

sector and are used as relaxation rooms
with a bonus. Inhaling the air enriched
with salt has a soothing, healing effect
on the airways and is good for skin
irritations. Added to this there is the
pleasantly woody fragrance in the graduation house that develops when the
saltwater flows over the brushwood.

As a beautiful, white crystal curtain
forms on the whitethorn brushwood
over the course of time, the graduation
house is also a spectacular sight. A
pleasant and relaxing atmosphere that
will impress your guests and where they
can relax wonderfully between
treatments.
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LIGHT
&
SOUND
RELAX
WITH SPECIAL LIGHT FUNNELS IN DIFFERENT COLOURS
Your guests benefit from the effect of colours while relaxing and are accompanied at the
same time

E

ach colour has a very specific effect. For example, blue
boosts concentration and has a positive effect on the
vegetative nervous system. By contrast, green has a
calming, relaxing and harmonising effect. The different effect of colours is also used with “Light & Sound Relax”.
We have created a special relaxation room with this where

your guests can relax all their senses with the help of different light and colour effects, quiet music and comfortable
water beds.
The Light & Sound Relax Zone with special light funnel also fits
into rooms with limited space without any major building works.
Different colours in the Light & Sound Relax Zone

LIGHT
ARRANGEMENTS
PUT YOUR ESTABLISHMENT IN A FAVOURABLE LIGHT
W

ith our lighting arrangements you put your
spa and wellness complex or individual
rooms in a favourable light. The smart selection and positioning of light elements is one
of the main reasons for why your guest feels comfortable
or not. We will be happy to create a customised lighting

Hotel Dorado Beach, Arguineguin/Spain

concept for you. From simple spotlights to coloured
light or LED systems to glass fibre technology, we offer a
wide range tailored to your requirements. For example,
saunas, steam baths, the Rasul® or Salve-in-terra® can be
fitted with a starry sky with Swarovski crystals or coloured
light bars.
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A highly effective full body treatment plus cosy warmth, subdued light and moisturising oils or
cremes, herbs, moor mud, algae, flowers or leaves that work their magic on the skin: that’s the
best way to describe the Soft-Pack® System.

pa

T

the Soft-Pack® Original System from Haslauer has
established itself as an international standard for
highly effective full body treatments. 40 years ago
the wellness pioneer Paul Haslauer developed this
exceptional system together with rheumatologists to achieve
a positive effect on diseases of rheumatological origin. Today
it is hard to imagine the wellness and spa sector without the
Soft-Pack® system.
How the treatment works: your guest lies comfortably in the
Soft-Pack® system during the treatment and can relax in an
almost weightless state. The body is wrapped in a special film.
This has the advantage that the guest does not come into
contact with water while the applied products (for example,
moor mud, algae or special cremes) work their magic on the
body. Due to the gentle water pressure the film caresses the
guest’s body so that the active ingredients can absorb perfectly into the skin (occlusion effect: the skin’s ability to absorb active ingredients is increased ten-fold by this method)

Naturally a treatment can also take place in the Soft-Pack®
system fully clothed without using any skincare products. The
slowly rising temperature and almost weightless lying position have a positive effect on the muscoloskeletal system and
relax the body in the event of any rheumatic discomfort.
In addition there are a whole variety of treatment options.
More than 40 recipes make the Soft-Pack® system a thrilling
experience for your guest. However, it is also this special,
totally different feeling of well-being that makes this spa
system so unique.
Trust our decades of experience and our more than 40 years
of superior knowledge. You can be certain: with the SoftPack® original system from Haslauer you are offering your
guests an amazing full body treatment that is wonderfully
relaxing for both the body and soul.

Useful information

Ortoimplant Grupa, Zagreb/Croatia

SOFT-PACK SYSTEM
®

RELAX IN AN ALMOST WEIGHTLESS STATE

Long life, the best materials:

Ready to plug in delivery:

Thousands of Soft-Pack® systems made from chromium
nickel steel as base material have proved themselves
day in day out all over the world in different practices
and spas – for roughly 40 years now.

The Soft-Pack® systems have an integrated pump, do
not need any compressed air and are supplied ready to
plug in.

Special film:

The Soft-Pack® systems are extremely easy to clean.

Totally soft and supple, available in two different colours only from Kurland.

Individual designs:
Med, Day Spa, Pure or Sense Soft-Pack® system: select
from a whole range of different versions. Covers are
possible in classic Skai® leather or reinforced glass fibre
plastic (GRP) and can also be made in wood, stone or
tile versions (depending on the model). With the Day
Spa, Pure and Sense versions you can choose from a
range of 200 colours (RAL).

Easy to clean:
Economical:
Low maintenance costs due to lifting technology with
integrated pump and high level of operational reliability with low running costs. Due to the low material consumption it is possible to use pure products (cremes,
oils, moor muds, etc. without diluting them).

Instruction and support:
Technical instructions for assembly and support
from our field service staff.
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“MED” SOFT-PACK SYSTEM
®

THE CLASSIC VERSION WITH SOFTLY PADDED EDGE
Four Seasons Resort Maui, Hawaii/USA by Spa Vision International USA

Reiter Alm Spa & Wellness Hotel, Ainring/Germany

T

he base material of the “Med” design is made of high
quality chromium nickel steel and is available with
two different lifting systems: with integrated pump
(hydraulic) or with a compressed air system. Choose
between two different sizes: 1.05 x 2.21 m or 1.05 x 2.36 m.
This version is generally covered with easy to clean, robust
Skai® leather but wood, tile or stone coverings are also
possible.

The softly padded edge makes it extremely comfortable to
get in and out of. That’s why the “Med” Soft-Pack® system is
the ideal version for therapy and spa areas, for doctor’s
surgeries and wellness facilities

“DAY SPA” SOFT-PACK SYSTEM
®

ELEGANT, TIMELESS DESIGN WITH DURABLE GRP SURFACE
ca. 1150
mm

ca. 1050
mm

ca. 1050
mm
ca. 2400 mm

T

he Day Spa version of our Soft-Pack® system stands
out due to its timeless, elegant design and looks
particularly beautiful when it is free-standing in the
room. This design’s body is made of high quality
glass fibre reinforced plastic (GRP), which makes the system
durable and easy to clean. Naturally this model is also fitted

ca. 2250 mm

with the well-established technology of the “Med” Soft-Pack®
system. Select the right model for your establishment from
a large product range – 200 RAL colours. Our design experts
will be happy to help you with your selection and show you
the various options.

ca. 2400 mm
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SOFT-PACK SYSTEM – ADDITIONAL FEATURES
®

Reiter Alm Spa & Wellness Hotel, Ainring/Germany

Hotel Narvil Conference & Spa, Serock/Poland

SOFT TOUCH STREAM JET TECHNOLOGY

R

egardless of which Soft-Pack® model you choose you
can equip each individual table with the innovative
“Soft Touch” stream jet technology as an additional
feature. Your guest’s back and shoulders are gently
massaged underneath with a water jet at programmed

intervals. The resulting vibrations work deep-down in the
body and also activate our inner organs. By the way, “Soft
Touch” can also be used for short treatments without the
guest having to get undressed. Pamper your spa visitors with
this very special wellness experience.

SOFT MUSIC

O

ffer your guests a music experience during the
treatment in the Soft-Pack® system, which is not
just a treat for the ears but which can be felt
with all your senses too. The Soft Music vibration
generator including amplifier makes this possible. You can

“PURE” AND “SENSE” SOFT-PACK SYSTEM
®

OUR EXTRAVAGANT DESIGN MODELS

T

he “Pure” and “Sense” versions of our Soft-Pack®
system impress due to their modern design. Linear or
fancy: choose your favourite model to suit your taste.
Both versions are fitted with a robust, durable and
easy to clean GRP surface.
The standard “Pure” and “Sense” design is available in the colour “RAL 9010 pure white”. You can also choose other colours
on request (200 RAL colours are available for this). Special
finishes are also possible with the “Sense” Soft-Pack® system,
for example extravagant pearl colours.

The “Pure” Soft-Pack® system is also available with four different wood surfaces (wild oak, alder, wengé, zebrawood) or
stone veneer cladding. Another feature of the “Pure” model:
the standard all-round LED lighting in white that provides
exciting, unique light effects (also possible in a different
coloured light at an extra charge).
The “Pure” model is available in two sizes: 1.17 x 2.42 m or
1.17 x 2.57 m. The “Sense” model is available in the size 1.13 x
2.47 m.

SAVAR SINNESPHONIE SOUND CUBE

M

usic is a question of taste. And therefore it’s not easy to find the right
sound for all your guests while they are
relaxing. With the “savar Sinnesphonie
sound cube”, your guests can choose which music
they want to listen to during the relaxation phase
themselves and feel it with all their senses too. The
heartbeat is slowed down by the oscillations and
vibrations of the arrhythmic sound sequences (developed by scientists), which leads to deep relaxation, reduced stress levels and a wonderful feeling
of security.
The cube works without a cable and can therefore
be used flexibly anywhere, for example right next to
the guest’s relaxation lounger.

put together your own music programme for your guests
on the supplied MP3 player. Your guests’ individual music
requests can also be met. A connection can be established
between the vibration generator and MP3 player using a
USB stick.

Reiter Alm Spa & Wellness Hotel, Ainring/Germany
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BODY CONCLUSIO

PROBABLY THE SMALLEST STEAM BATH IN THE WORLD
Small but incredibly effective: The Body Conclusio, inspired by
the rustic magic of an alpine hay bath, pampers the back and
chest area with moist heat. As a result of its mobility, this
aromatic steam bath is not only perfect for small wellness
areas but also ideal for installation in hotel suites, gyms and
therapeutic practices.

O

ften called the smallest steam bath in the world,
the Body Conclusio can be used wherever you
want it to be. Integrated castors make it mobile
so it can be used anywhere. And hey presto your
guests can indulge and do something good for their health.
Herbal or Swiss pine shaving packs combined with moist heat
pamper the back and chest area and lead to deep relaxation
of the muscles. The essential oils rich in active ingredients in
the packs are released due to the steam and stimulate the
limbic system.

A
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During the treatment the guest is covered in a special fleece
which allows for the individual parts of the body to be perfectly humidified.
Other advantages of this unit are the low energy consumption and personnel costs as well as it being easy to clean.

Useful information
Circulation system:

Sensor:

Water tank:

The innovative air circulation
system selectively and therefore
ideally humidifies the body with
moist heat.

The unit reacts using an integrated
sensor. The treatment only starts
once the guest takes their seat in
the Body Conclusio. It ends automatically as soon as the guest
stands up. That’s why the unit has
extremely low energy consumption.

The easy to refill water storage
tank on the back of the unit has a
capacity volume of 950 ml, which
equals roughly two hours of continuous operation.
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SWISS PINE LOUNGER
AND KRAXENOFEN
®

A WONDERFUL TRADITION FROM THE ALPS
The warm, comfortable sitting niches with Swiss pine shavings
or aromatic alpine hay do the back a power of good and have a
number of positive effects on health.

T

he hay bath is a well-established tradition from the
Alps. Kurland has made a modern spa treatment out
of this with the Swiss pine lounger and Kraxenofen®.
When the guest is seated, heat rises through the hay
pads and the essence of alpine hay spreads its scent from behind the comfortable heated seats, with the herbal mist softly
stroking and relaxing the backs of your guests. The pelvic
muscles are also gently warmed up. To maximise the benefits
the guest is enveloped in a covering to retain the warmth and
target the back and neck region during the experience.

A
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The characteristic essence is released from the essential oils
(coumarin) in the hay and has a soothing and invigorating
effect whilst unblocking the respiratory passages in a miraculous way. Swiss pine on the other hand provides inner
peace, improves physical and mental resistance, is good for
concentration problems and tension and can help you to
sleep well.
Easy handling makes the Swiss pine lounger and Kraxenofen®
an interesting and valuable spa product.

Useful information
GRP body with integrated technology:

Easy to clean and maintain:

Easy and quick to assemble – can also be covered.

Minimal cleaning costs as a result of the ready-made hay
mats and Swiss pine cushions as well as easy to clean
seats with GRP surface.

Light barrier:
A light barrier ensures that the system runs autonomously, which means low personnel costs and energy
consumption.

Ideal before any massage:
As it gently warms up the back and neck muscles

Versions with wheels:
The Kraxenofen® and Swiss pine lounger is also available
as a mobile version with wheels. As a result, you can also
use the unit quickly and easily anywhere in your spa
complex.

Hotel Mercure Resort & Spa , Krynica-Zdró/Poland
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Palpable refreshment after heat treatment including a sensational experience: offer your
guests a cool-down unlike standard methods, for example a cold basin.

A

cool-down in a snowfall shower will be remembered by your guests for a long time to come. Ice
cold snowflakes gently fall onto your guest’s hot
body providing tingling, invigorating refreshment.
It’s really good for their health too as it stimulates the circulation, strengthens the immune system and firms skin.
The ceramic ice fountain is also a highlight for any spa and
wellness area. Here your guests can rub themselves with
crushed ice after a sauna or time in the steam bath. The ice

Montenegro Stars Hotel Splendid 5* Conference & Spa Resort, Budva/Montenegro

ICE COLD REFRESHMENT
SNOWFALL TECHNOLOGY, ICE FOUNTAIN & MORE

fountain is a refreshing experience but also a treat for the
eyes too.
Naturally we offer you a whole variety of decorative showers,
which enhance your relaxation rooms and also your spa and
wellness complex’s public areas. The focus is on individual
design and solid materials, such as stone, ceramics or copper.
Ask us about the variety of options for equipping your establishment with exceptional “refreshing oases”.

Landhotel Golf & Salzano Spa, Interlaken-Unterseen/Switzerland

Useful information
Easy to install snowfall shower:

Special eye-catcher:

Ice machine for fountains:

The snowfall technology is
installed above the shower
cubicle or in a suspended
ceiling.

The snowfall technology can be
attractively integrated into a shower
with transparent walls as a special
eye-catcher.

The ice machine consists of a complete refrigeration system, adapted
to the fountain’s ice requirements.
The ice vent transports the
crushed ice to the fountain.
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MILL WHEEL SHOWER
A WONDERFUL REFRESHING EXPERIENCE
Reiter Alm Spa & Wellness Hotel, Ainring / Germany

(EXPERIENCE) SHOWERS
WASHING AND COOLING DOWN – WITH SHOW EFFECT TOO

We offer showers in a whole range of different designs for your spa and wellness area.
And we even have a number of experience showers in our range that offer your guests
a real extra bonus. For example, are you already familiar with the snowfall shower?

C

orner or circular showers, walk-in showers, semi-circular or pentagonal showers: we will find just the
right one for you and make sure that the model you
choose blends perfectly into your spa and wellness
landscape. Customised solutions in terms of shape, design
and function go without saying for us. We use handmade
ceramics as well as mosaic and industrial ceramics to make
our showers.

Would you like a shower for your guests that has more to offer than just the standard functions? In our repertoire you can
also find a number of showers with sensational experiences,
for example an ice mist, tropical or thunder rain shower
including sound effects or our waterfall, bucket and snowfall
models. Making showering an exciting treat for your guests!

O

ne extremely original way of freshening up is our
mill wheel shower, which is driven by water power.
Alternating hot and cold water showers are ideal
between treatments. They are considered to be
a well proven method of stimulating the circulation. Alternating hot and cold water stimulates the immune system,
toughens you up and gives germs less of a chance. That’s
precisely why freshening up under our mill wheel shower is
highly recommended.

The effectiveness of the shower is comparable to a Kneipp
treatment. The mill wheel scoops water out of the tub and
the alternately warm and cold water, apparently coming
from the mill wheel shovels, pours out in intervals onto your
guests, refreshing and revitalising them. The hot and cold water is in fact fed from their own pipes behind the mill wheel.
Treat your guests to a wonderful, unique, refreshing experience that is good for their health at the same time.
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WET
MASSAGE
TABLE
FOR LATHERING TREATMENTS, PEELS OR PANTAI HERBAL MASSAGES

Reiter Alm Spa & Wellness Hotel, Ainring/Germany

Your guests enjoy maximum comfort while lying down and during the treatment
with our wet massage table. The tables are multifunctional.

O

ur wet massage table is
height adjustable and extremely stable so that guests
can get on and off it safely.
Other features are the circulating edge
and ergonomically shaped, generous
and pleasantly heated surface.

drain away quickly. Our tables also have
many advantages for therapists too:
they can work comfortably without
straining their back and at the same
time they do not get wet during the
treatments thanks to the table’s perfect
shape.

The hot and cold water shower head
and drains allow you to shower your
guests down on the table. Liquids also

You can carry out many different
treatments on one single table using
our products: from the Oriental Hamam

soap lathering massage to various peels
and the Kurland Pantai herbal massage.
There are also a number of options in
terms of design, for example the exterior cover made from stone, tiles or wood
customised to your establishment’s
requirements and style.

Useful information
Multifunctional

Good for the back:

The wet massage table can be used
for any wet massage, e.g. the Hamam
soap lathering massage (ask about our Hamam
sheeting too), body peels, the Kurland Pantai
herbal massages and even Vichy showers.

Height adjustable. Very stable surface and large range
thanks to two lifting columns.

Easy and quick to clean:
The smooth, glass fibre reinforced surface is extremely
simple to maintain, hygienic and easy to clean.

Reiter Alm Spa & Wellness Hotel, Ainring/Germany

MASSAGE/BEAUTY THERAPY TABLES
YOUR GUESTS ARE DEFINITELY IN THE RIGHT PLACE HERE
A comfortable table is essential for a spa massage; the right beauty therapy chair
is essential for a relaxing facial. With Kurland your guests are definitely in the right place,
for example with the Savour Touch and Convertible Bed models.

B

e it for a Sassi dei Vulcano massage with hot and cold stones,
Pantai herbal and aromatic
massages, Ayurvedic treatments
or classic treatments: you will find
exactly the right table here to treat your
guests properly and offer them the best
comfortable lying position.

You will also love our manicure, pedicure and beauty therapy chairs for
facials.
Basic models or luxurious, electrically
height adjustable massage tables as
well as mobile models: we are guided
entirely by what you want. There are
also many options for the design. We

will be happy to put a tailor-made offer
together for you.
By the way, we don’t just have the
perfect treatment table for you, we also
provide you with appropriate treatment
methods. We will be happy to inform
you about special treatments and show
you the latest offers from Kurland.

Our “Convertible Bed” is not just an extremely comfortable relaxation lounger
but massages can also be carried out
on it. Just as with the “Savour Touch”
model. Both loungers are low, making
them easy to get into, they have wide,

Useful information
A whole range of different designs:
Basic models, luxurious designs
or mobile models: you can find
the right massage or beauty
therapy table for any requirements here. The design can be
customised to your personal
wishes.

Suitable treatment methods:
We not only supply the treatment table but will also be happy to advise you about suitable
treatment methods. And we
train your personnel in special
treatment methods.

stable surfaces and can be adjusted
for a whole variety of different sitting
and lying positions. The individual
cushions cradle the body perfectly in
any lying position and provide stability
along with maximum comfort. Thanks

to the special structure, the “Convertible
Bed” and “Savour Touch” models’ surfaces
always have a pleasant temperature
without being heated. We can also
equip the Savour Touch massage table
with an infrared system on request.

Hotel Bania Thermal & Ski, Białka Tatrzańska/Poland

Flamingo Spa, Vantaa/Finland

Montenegro Stars Hotel Splendid 5* Conference & Spa Resort, Budva/Montenegro

Montenegro Stars Hotel Splendid 5* Conference & Spa Resort, Budva/Montenegro

T

RELAXATION
LOUNGERS
REST, RELAX, CHILL OUT

he quality of the relaxation lounger is incredibly important to
make sure that your guest can relax all-round when resting
after treatments. It’s not just about whether the lounger is comfortable and the material feels pleasant against the skin. The
temperature regulating effect of the lounger is also extremely important. Having been overheated, for example after a sauna, the body can
be assisted in normalising its temperature again by resting afterwards
on a perfect lounger.

Resting after heat treatments and the application of Kurland oils is incredibly important. It
normalises the cardiovascular system and allows oils to penetrate the skin more effectively.
We have a number of comfortable loungers for your guests to relax and chill out in, e.g.
Savour Touch, the Convertible Bed, the Swiss pine shavings bed or a whole variety of different
water beds.

Height adjustable, ergonomically shaped models, water beds, rocker
and double loungers, relaxing swings and relaxation loungers that can
also be used for treatments: take a look at our varied repertoire yourself.
Our loungers are fitted with different features depending on the model,
e.g. rests to elevate the legs, neck cushions, infrared light or electric
drive.

Montenegro Stars Hotel Splendid 5* Conference & Spa Resort, Budva/Montenegro

Reiter Alm Spa & Wellness Hotel, Ainring/Germany

Useful information
Designs to suit your taste:
Your establishment’s relaxation room
should harmonise perfectly with
your wellness and spa area, no question about that. There are a number
of options to realise your personal
design requirements. By the way,
Mediterranean and Asian relaxation
areas are particularly popular at the
moment. We will be happy to show
you some recent examples.

Montram Hall Spa, Macclesfield/Great Britain
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BATHTUBS
THE GRAND KING’S BATHTUB OR MODERN DESIGNS
The centrepiece of our bathtubs is the nostalgic King’s bath made from solid bell bronze. Plenty
of space for two people to wonderfully relax. Besides this, we also offer other bathtubs in any
required shape and size, customised to the style of your establishment of course.

T

he King’s bathtub certainly
lives up to its special name. The
bathtub’s nostalgic style, size
and special shape make a bath
a sensuous experience that is best enjoyed as a couple. In combination with

Mondorf Domaine Thermal, Mondorf-les-Bains/Luxembourg

fine, dried herbs such as lavender and
camomile, select flowers like roses and
special salt and oil blends, your guests
can bathe like former Kings and Queens
– ostentatiously and in grand style. Naturally we are also the people to contact

when it comes to other designs.
We have a number of bathtubs in our
range that will blend perfectly into your
establishment’s ambience.
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SPA ACCESSOIRES
FOUNTAINS, FIRES AND MORE
Besides the effectiveness of a treatment, the visual appearance of your spa and wellness
facilities is also crucial to your guests’ well-being. Accessories play a major part in a
harmoniously designed room.

W

ith our spa accessories, for example decorative
fountains, fires, ceiling ventilators and room
elements, we place great value on style and
unique design.

However, it is particularly important in the spa and wellness
area that the accessories are not just eye-catching but also

provide value added due to how they work. Easy cleaning is
just one of the many topics that play a part in the process.
Our design department always keeps its eye on current
trends and will be happy to show you the latest accessory
ideas that will blend perfectly into your establishment’s
ambience and are also practical into the bargain.

Hotel Schreiberhof, Aschheim/Germany

APPLIANCES & ACCESSORIES
PERFECTLY EQUIPPED – DOWN TO THE VERY TINIEST DETAIL
Be it a professional creme mixer, portable skin diagnosis device, various appliances for
warming up your products or for Pantai herbal treatments: we offer you top quality accessories
that make therapists’ everyday life a bit easier.

P

ermanent Contour® unit, compressor heater, preparation unit for Pantai Luar® herbal bundles, built-in product preparation device, warming device for basalt
stones, foils and towels for treatments, brushes and

much more: you can find a large selection of suitable equipment for your treatments. For detailed information about the
individual products in our range please visit our online shop:
www.kurland.info
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YOUR PLANNING & DESIGN BONUS
WE WAIVE THE PLANNING COSTS UPON COMPLETION
Get
your e
r th
money foing
plann in
back aga

Landhotel Golf & Salzano Spa, Interlaken-Unterseen/Switzerland

THE RIGHT DESIGN FOR YOU
ASK OUR EXPERTS

T

rust the Kurland planning professionals. Following
the initial non-binding phone call you receive written
advice and an informative, detailed concept from us.
Tailored totally to your personal wishes and requirements. If this concept is then finally realised, the planning

costs are reimbursed to you or deducted from the final price
on completion. The planning costs for a spa & wellness area
of up to 20 m² amount to EUR 290. We charge EUR 580 for
areas up to 50 m². We will be happy to provide you with a
non-binding, tailor-made quote for larger areas.

Are you interested in our offers but don’t really have an exact idea of how these unique systems
and equipment can be integrated into your establishment? Ask our spa design experts who
will be happy to draw up a suitable concept for you.

I

n the spa and wellness industry, design shouldn’t just be
beautiful and convey a wonderful atmosphere, it has to be
practical too. Functionality, easy to clean, simple maintenance and durability go hand in hand with an attractive
look.

Our Spa Design department is a strong partner with decades
of experience to assist you in fulfilling these high requirements in your establishment. Close cooperation with archi-

tects, continuous trend and market research as well as an eye
for exceptional systems and equipment are always right at
the fore with our work.
Whether you want a large spa oasis to be redesigned or individual, maybe even really small areas to be fitted with new
systems and equipment: trust in our expertise.

Technical Support
Although our devices, systems and equipment
are high-tech products, we still guarantee the simplest
handling and maintenance. For example, our systems
have a touchscreen panel or control with LCD panel that
makes centralised control possible. In addition,

we use energy-saving technologies and place great
importance on high efficiency and low susceptibility to
failure. If problems should arise despite this, then our
technical support team is there to support and assist you
by phone. You can reach us on: +49 (0)8654/4887-48.
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FAX Germany: +49 (0) 8654 48 87-55
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FAX Austria: +43 (0)662 82 17 40

YES, I am interested in systems, equipment, products and services:
Salve-in-terra®
Rasul®
Brechelbath®
Stonebath®
Breadbath
Steam baths
Saunas
Sabbia Med®

KURLAND SKINCARE PRODUCTS
FOR THE BEST TREATMENT OF YOUR GUESTS AND CUSTOMERS

T

he name Kurland does not only stand for the development of exceptional spa worlds combined with
revolutionary therapeutic treatments. We also offer
a unique range of natural skincare products to treat
your guests.
Herbs, medicinal plants and flowers, choice fruits, rich moorland muds, high-quality oils, goats‘ butter or salts and algae
from the sea: we have combined all of these precious raw
materials with the latest technology, just for you. Moreover,
we have decades of experience in creating practical, effec-

Saltwater light room
Graduation house
Soft-Pack® system
Body Conclusio
Swiss pine lounger & Kraxenofen®
Ice cold refreshment
Showers
Bathtubs

Wet massage tables
Massage & beauty therapy tables
Relaxation loungers
Light & Sound Relax
Lighting arrangements
Appliances & accessories
Kurland Training Center
Kurland products

Please ...
contact me on this phone number:
contact me at this email address:
provide a personal consultation by field sales staff

tive recipes, an unbroken spirit for research and the strictest
quality criteria.
I would like to order other printed materials:
The result is products for skincare and treatments that can
do a great deal for your guests and customers‘ health and
well-being. That care for the body gently and intensively.
Alleviating everyday ailments. Simply making life easier
and good. Take a voyage of discovery through our great
range in our online shop at www.kurland.info. Or request
our free „Professional Care“ product catalogue by email at:
info@haslauer-gmbh.de

				

Kurland “Professional Care“ product catalogue with price list
Current course programme – Kurland Training Center

I would like to be informed about news and current offers via the newsletter.
(Please do not forget to provide your email address)

Customer number (if available):
Name/company:

KURLAND TRAINING CENTER
COURSES TO DO WITH SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT

I

n our courses and workshops, e.g. introduction to the
Soft-Pack® system, you get to know how to professionally
handle the systems and equipment, about the effective
use of Kurland products and different possible applications. You receive an all-inclusive service with everything
from one source, perfectly coordinated with each other. You

can book all our courses as in-house training at your establishment too. This means: we will be happy to come to you
and train you and your staff on site. Find out about what we
are currently offering online at:
www.spa-ausbildung.info

Postcode:			

Town:				

Country:
Phone:					Fax:
Internet:					E-mail:
Date:					Signature:

Subject to errors and changes. Subject to printing and typesetting errors. Product illustrations are merely examples and do not have to perfectly match the
actual products. We thank our customers for providing so many photos. As of June 2015.
© 2015 Haslauer GmbH, Kirchenwegstraße 5, 83404 Ainring, Germany, phone +49 (0) 86 54/48 87-22, info@haslauer-gmbh.de
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Hotel Schreiberhof, Aschheim/Germany

Montenegro Stars Hotel Splendid 5* Conference & Spa Resort, Budva/Montenegro

REFERENCES
IMPRESSED CUSTOMERS ALL OVER THE WORLD
Germany: Cassiopeia Therme in Badenweiler, Chiemgau Thermen in Bad Endorf, Canada: Fort Garry Hotel in Winnipeg Manitoba, Prince of Wales Hotel
HanseDom in Stralsund, Hotel Oberstdorf in Oberstdorf, Wonnemar in Ingolstadt,
Wismar and Sonthofen, Kisssalis Therme in Bad Kissingen, O´Sinitri in Landshut, Peb
Passauer Erlebnisbad in Passau,Savoy Hotel in Cologne, Schlosshotel Weyberhöfe
in Sailauf, NaturTherme in Templin, Lohengrintherme in Bayreuth, Solepark in
Schönebeck, Hotel Seeklause in Trassenheide, Therme in Bad Aibling, Hotel Residenz
in Masserberg, Hotel Reichshof in Norden, Hotel Schmelmer Hof in Bad Aibling,
Hotel Jadghof in Röhrnbach, Sonnentherme in Eging am See, Travel Charme Hotel in
Kühlungsborn, Stadtbad Soleo in Heilbronn, Rottal Terme in Bad Birnbach, Bäderhaus
in Bad Kreuznach, Romantikhotel Bösehof in Bad Bederkesa, Hotel Edelweiß in Berchtesgaden, Biohotel Goldene Zeit in Georgenberg, Seehotel Überfahrt in Rottach-Egern,
Gut Ising in Chieming, Landhaus zu den Rothen Forellen in Ilsenburg, Ringhotel zum
Stein in Wörlitz, Hotel Seeklause in Trassenheide, Bahari Spa im Bambados in Bamberg,
Hessing forum medical wellness in Augsburg, Hotel Traube-Tonbach in Baiersbronn,
Appartmenthaus Jens Weißflog in Oberwiesenthal, Hotel Schreiberhof in Aschheim,
Berghotel Rehlegg in Ramsau, Saarow Therme in Bad Saarow, Hotel Schlehdorn in
Feldberg-Altglashütten, Peter Deilmann Reederei – MS Deutschland

Austria: Hotel Löwen in Schruns, Hotel Waidringer Hof in Waidring
Hotel Liebes Roth Flüh in Grän, Privathotel Das Schmidt in Mörbisch am See,
Hotel Unterschwarzachhof in Saalbach-Hinterglemm, Hotel Feuerberg in Bodensdorf/Gerlitzen Alpe, Alpenhotel fall in love in Seefeld, Bergresort in Seefeld, Lebensquell in Bad Zell, Hotel Alpine Palace in Saalbach-Hinterglemm, Romantikhotel
Gmachl in Elixhausen, AlpenKarawanserai in Saalbach-Hinterglemm, Grossarler
Hof in Grossarl, Hotel Edelweiss in Grossarl, Romantikhotel Krone in Lech, Hotel
Klosterbräu in Seefeld, Iris Porsche DaySpa in Anif, Hotel Jungbrunn, in Tannheim,
Hotel Almesberger in Aigen, Narzissenbad in Bad Aussee, Hotel Panorama Royal
in Bad Häring, Bio- und Wellnesshotel Stanglwirt in Going, Ebner´s Waldhof in
Fuschl, G´schlössl Murtal in Spielberg, Almwellness-Hotel Tuffbad in St. Lorenzen

Azerbaijan: Kurland Wellnesscenter in Baku, Beauty Palace-Anti Age Clinic in
Baku, Ehmedli Spa in Baku, Villa Dugah in Baku,,Villa Sahil in Baku

Belgium:

Argenteuil Spa & Wellness in Roeselare, Hélène V in SintGenesius-Rode, Kuren in Kanegem in Kanegem

Bulgaria: Helena Sands Hotel in Slancev Brjag, Bioagrogen in Sofia, Natura
Vision in Bucharest

Italy:

Golf & Spa Resort Andreus, San Leonardo in Passiria, Adler Spa Resorts/
Adler Dolomiti in Ortisei, Mariott Park Hotel in Rome, Design Hotel Feldmilla in
Campo Tures, Hotel Plunhof in Ridanna, Waldhotel Tann in Collalbo-Renon, Hotel
Quellenhof in San Martino, La Quintessenza, in Polizzi Generosa, Hotel & Spa
Alpenresidenz in Anterselva, Living Romance Hotel Cevedale in Cogolo di Pejo,
Grand Hotel La Chiusa di Chietri in Alberobello, Hotel Jagdhof in Caldaro, Therme
in Merano, Costa Crociere S.p.A (Costa Serena) in Genoa

Ireland: Killashee House Hotel and Spa in Kildare, Mount Welseley Hotel Spa
Jordan: Le Royal Hotel in Amman, Marriott Hotel in Amman,

China: Hilton Hotel in Dalian, Kempinski Hotel in Shenyang

Hotel Mövenpick in Amman

Dubai: Ladies Club in Abu Dhabi, Pyramids Club in Dubai, Sports Center in
Jeddah

Egypt Sol Dahab Read Sea Hotel in Dahab
England: The Celtic Manor Resort in The Usk Valley, The original Champneys
health spa in Champneys Tring, Champneys Henlow Grange Health Spa in Luton,
Lucknam Park Hotel & Spa in Bath, Elemis Day-Spa in London, Hotel Intercontinental in London, Thermae Bath Spa in Bath, Whitewater Hotel Spa & Leisure Club
in Backbarrow, Sanctuary Spa Covent Garden in London, Mottram Hall Hotel, Mottram St. Andrew Cheshire, The Three Horseshoes Inn & Country Hotel in Blackshaw
Moor/Leek, Cunard Line, Southampton – Queen Elizabeth, Queen Mary II

Estonia: Aqva Hotel & Spa in Rakvere, Pädaste Manor in Muhu Island
Finland: Flamingo Spa in Helsinki, Merima Oy in Helsinki, Kaefer Eristystekniikka in Oy, Liberty of the seas/Independence of the seas,/Mein Schiff 3/Mein Schiff
4 in Rusko

France: Hostellerie La Cheneaudière & Spa-Relais & Chateau in Colroy-la-Roche,
Spa Pure Altitude - Les Fermes de Marie in Megève, Les Aiglons Resort & Spa in
Chamonix, Le Chabichou Hotel Restaurants & Spa in Courchevel

Greece:

Bergmann Kord Medical Clinics in Athens, Gallini Hotel in Kamena
Vourla, Themae Sylla in Edipsos, Myconian Imperial Hotel in Mykonos

Hungary: Lotus Therme Hotel & Spa in Heviz, Roger Allen Holistic Life in
Budapest

Qatar:

Sharq Village & Spa in Doha, Qatar National Hotel in Doha, Hotel Ritz
Carlton in Doha

Russia:

Gelios Hotel in St. Petersburg, Hotel & Spa Deauville in Anapa, Volga
Cliff Resort in Samara, Dagomys Resort in Sochi, Hotel Adler in Sochi, Hermitage
Hotel in Jekatarinburg

53Saudi Arabia:

& Golf Resort in Wolseley, The K Club in Kildare, Breaffy House Hotel in Castlebar,
Dunboyne Castle Hotel in Dunboyne, Radisson Blu Hotel & Spa in Galway

in Niagara-on-the-Lake Ontario

Czech Republic: Hotel Hoffmeister in Prague, Hotel Le Palais in Prague

Landhotel Golf & Salzano Spa, Interlaken-Unterseen/Switzerland

Montenegro Stars Hotel Splendid 5* Conference & Spa Resort, Budva/Montenegro

Latvia: Baltic Beach Hotel in Jurmala, Villa Adler in Jurmala
Lebanon: Le Royal Leisure Hills Hotel in Beirut
Liechtenstein: Hotel Gorfion in Triesenberg
Luxembourg: Mondorf Domaine Thermal in Mondorf-les-Bains
Macedonia: Casino Flamingo Hotel in Gevgelija

Four Seasons, E´Sence Day Spa in Riyadh

Sweden: Copper Hill Mountain Lodge in Are, Divya Spa & Wellness in Malsryd
Switzerland: Ermitage-Golf Hotel in Gstaad, Grand Hotel in Bad Ragaz, Hotel
Europa in Saas-Fee, Praxis Bieber in Willisau, Aquapark Aquabasilea in Prasseln,
Landhotel Golf & Salzano Spa in Interlaken, FerienArt Resort & Spa in Saas-Fee

Singapore: Beauford Hotel in Sentosa Island
Slovenia: Kosmeticni Salon Barbara in Bled
Spain: Hotel Eugenia Victoria, Playa del Ingles in Gran Canaria, Hotel Escorial, Playa
del Ingles in Gran Canaria, Hotel Sandy Beach, Playa del Ingles in Gran Canaria, Hotel
Riu Palace, Playa del Ingles in Gran Canaria, Hotel Palm Beach in Maspalomas, Hotel
Dorado Beach in Arguineguin, Hotel Kempinski Estepona in Marbella

Malta: Riviera Resort Hotel in Marfa Bay

Turkey: Hotel Rixos Downtown in Antalya

Montenegro: Montenegro Stars Hotel Splendid in Becici

Tunisia: Hotel Nahrawess in Hammamet, Hasdrubal Thalassa Hotels in Tunis

Moldavia: Acvilin Group in Chisinau. Tanvest in Chisinau

Ukraine: Helena Stugna in Kiev

Netherlands: Theme Fontana in Bad Nieuweschans, Scandic Hotel Sanadome in USA: Atlantis Spa in Reno, Joseph Anthony Retreat Spa & Salon in Glenn Mills/
Nimwegen, Boerderij Spa, in Nutter und in Hogeloon, Devarana Sauna Beauty Resort
in Hertogenbosch, Jij & Jij Beauty en Wellness Village in Valkenswaart

New Zealand: Hyatt Hotel in Auckland
Norway: Esthetique Norge AS in Oslo, Fornebu Arena in Oslo,Scandic Sunnfjord Hotel & Spa in Forde

Poland:

Thermy Medical Warmia Park in Olsztyn, Aquapark Wroclaw in Wroclaw, Hotel Mercure Resort & Spa in Krynica-Zdrój, Thermal & Ski Hotel Banja in
Bialka Tatrzanska

Portugal:

Golden Residence Hotel, in Funchal Madeira, Hotel Quinta Jacintina
– My Secret Garden Hotel in Almancil

Philadelphia, Canyon Ranch in Tucson/Arizona, Four Seasons Hotel in Maui/
Hawaii, MGM Mirage in Las Vegas/Nevada, The Venetian/Canyon Ranch in Las
Vegas/Nevada, Touch of Tranquility in Tucson/Arizona, The Borgata Water Club in
Atlantic City/New York, G2O Spa & Salon in Boston/Massachusetts, Shala Spa in
Miami Beach/Florida, Norwegian Cruise Line (Norwegian Jewel, Norwegian Pearl,
Norwegian Jade) in Miami/Florida, Royal Carribean International (Freedom of the
Seas, Allure of the Seas, Oasis of the Seas) in Miami/Florida, Carnival Cruise Lines
(Carnival Sensation, Carnival Fascination, Carnival Freedom, Canival Inspiration,
Carnival Dream) in Miami/Florida, Disney Cruise Line (Celebration, Disney Wonder,
Disney Dream) in Florida

Cyprus: Meridien Hotel Le Spa in Nicosia, Hotel St. Raphael in Limassol

Planning, conception, facility design and technical equipping
of therapy and spa facilities

Balneology, natural healing compounds, peloids, herbs, oils, creme bases,
cosmetic concepts, premium quality consumables

Further and continuous training in medical wellness, balneology and
special massage techniques as well as creating treatment concepts

Haslauer GmbH
Kurland Spaworlds
Kirchenwegstraße 5
D-83404 Ainring
Telephone:
Fax: 		

+49 (0) 86 54/48 87-22
+49 (0) 86 54/48 87-55

Internet:
E-Mail:

www.spa-worlds.info
service@spa-worlds.info

FIND US ON FACEBOOK
HASLAUERGmbH
KURLANDproducts
Wellnessausbildung

FIND US ON GOOGLE+
Haslauer GmbH

FIND US ON TWITTER
Haslauer GmbH

